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Abstract
In this experiment, we have a set of authors made up of teachers and undergraduate

college students who we paid to write student-supports, which are typically hints and
explanations, to be given to students on-demand while solving problems assigned by their
teachers in the ASSISTments platform1. We want to see if we can tell which authors are, on
average, producing student-supports that cause better student learning. We conducted a
month-long intervention where students were exposed to support from different authors. In this
experiment and its replication, we randomized the authors of the student-supports and analyzed
a set of pairwise comparisons between authors. We failed to find evidence that we can reliably
tell the difference between authors. It could be that our authors produce equally effective
student-supports, or it could be that this work was underpowered, and we failed to recruit enough
students to discover existing differences. All data and analysis being conducted can be found on
the Open Science Foundation website2.

2 https://osf.io/zcbjx/
1 https://www.assistments.org

https://osf.io/zcbjx/
https://www.assistments.org
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Nomenclature
● Author: A creator of student-supports within the ASSISTments platform.
● Student-Support: A piece of feedback created by an author, typically a hint or

explanation.
● Star-Author: An author whose student-supports can be seen by any student in the

ASSISTments platform.
● Single-Support Randomization: A randomization method that occurs when only one

student-support can be selected from for a problem. 90% of the time, the
student-support can be requested by the student. The other 10%, only the answer can
be requested by the student.

● Problem-Based Randomization: A randomization method that occurs when only
multiple student-supports can be selected for a problem. A student-support is randomly
selected from a list of student-supports available.

● Author-Based Randomization: A randomization method that occurs when multiple
student-supports can be selected for a problem. A student-support is selected according
to a priority list of star-authors assigned to the student.

● Next Problem Correctness: A boolean dependent measure used in previous works that
is true if the student answered the next problem after receiving a student-support correct
on the first try without viewing another student-support.

● Dataset A: The initial dataset containing the data for the two authors used to select the
features for the OLS model.

● Dataset B: The main dataset containing the data for all remaining pairwise comparisons
of authors.
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Introduction
Studies have proven that providing on-demand assistance and additional instruction on a

problem when a student requests it improves student learning in online learning environments.
Additionally, crowdsourced, on-demand assistance generated from authors in the field is also
effective. However, these studies conduct problem-based randomization where each condition
represents different student-support for every problem encountered. As such, claims about a
given author’s effectiveness are provided on a per-student-support basis and not easily
generalizable across all students and problems.

The ASSISTments project is trying to be the premier digital platform that supports
high-quality studies in authentic, digital classroom environments. We can do this because
thousands of teachers use ASSISTments to assign their classwork and homework, and we
design numerous randomized controlled trials to learn what helps students learn. The science
on the principles of learning always has a give and take between collecting observation data,
engaging in theory building, and mixing in some amount of experimentation. For instance, we
can take the principles to design and execute experiments to study their effect on learning.

Experiments using theory have a role to play in science. They generally manipulate a single
variable simultaneously and help build new theories. But there is also a role of observing what
works and then hypnotizing why something might be working. In this experiment, we are trying
to see if we can detect a reliable difference in student learning between author. After we do that,
we should be left with a set of content from authors that work well and a set of supports that
don't work as well, and we can hypothesize what features of authors’ student-supports are most
effective and then use the E-TRIALS infrastructure to build two sets of student supports that
differ only by that feature (Krichevsky, 2020).

As such, this experiment aims to answer the following questions:

RQ1 When comparing two authors, which is the most effective at generating student-supports
(i.e., who causes the biggest gain on the post-test)?

RQ2 When comparing authors, are there reliable differences based upon demographics? (i.e.,
do lower knowledge students perform better with student-supports generated by author X
compared to Y? Does one author write feedback that is better for females? Does one
author write feedback that is better for students in rural schools?)

Background
As online learning platforms expand their content base, the need to generate on-demand

assistance grows alongside it (Patikorn & Heffernan, 2020). Crowdsourcing provides an
effective method to generate new assistance for students (Heffernan & Heffernan, 2014). As
on-demand assistance generally improves student learning, authors and their assistance must
be evaluated to maintain or improve the current level of quality of effectiveness (McLaren et al.,
2016; Razzaq & Heffernan, 2009; Wood et al., 1976).

In 2003, Neil T. Heffernan and Cristina Heffernan developed ASSISTments: a free, online
learning platform providing feedback and insights on students to better inform teachers for
classroom instruction (Heffernan & Heffernan, 2014). ASSISTments provides problems and
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assignments from open source curricula, the majority of which is K-12 mathematics, which
teachers can select and assign to their students. Students complete assigned work within
ASSISTments. For most problem types, students receive immediate feedback when a response
is submitted for a problem, which tells the student whether the answer is correct and, if not,
allows the student to try again (Feng & Heffernan, 2006).

In 2017, ASSISTments deployed the Special Content System, formerly known as
TeacherASSIST. Dr. Heffernan had met teachers who were writing hint messages for their own
students, but Heffernan had not built support for this function into the platform, preventing other
teachers from assigning these author-created messages. This new system we created allows
authors whom we trust to have their content go "viral" across the system. The new system
called the "Special Content System" allows authors to create on-demand assistance or
student-supports within the platform. This allowed us to identify which authors are making
good content.

When ONLY ONE student-support was available for a given problem, the Special Content
System performed a single-support randomization, where a given student would have a 90%
chance of receiving the student-support with a 10% chance of receiving no student-support.
Single-support randomization was evaluated based on the student’s ability to answer the next
problem correctly on the first try, known as next problem correctness. Using single-support
randomization, we found that delivering student-supports to students caused more student
learning compared to immediately giving students the answer (Patikorn & Heffernan, 2020;
Prihar et al., 2021).

Fig. 1: A set of hints (Left) and an explanation (Right) for the sample problem in the
ASSISTments platform.

When TWO OR MORE student-supports were available for a given problem, the Special
Content System performed a problem-based randomization, where a given student would be
randomly assigned one of the available student-supports. Using problem-based randomization,
we were able to assess which authors were more effective at improving student learning
compared to other authors (Prihar et al., 2021). As such, claims about a given author’s
effectiveness are provided on a per-student-support basis– but we still don’t know which author
was generally better at improving student learning. In addition, students learn information
cumulatively across problems (Lee, 2012), making it difficult to generalize this claim across all,
or at least certain subsets, of students and problems within the platform.
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The data ASSISTments collects from these various random control trials are highly
valuable. We examined overall trends across various experiments, presenting the results of 50+
experiments involving over 50,000 students that tested many different ideas, including 1) giving
student choices, 2) motivational messages, and 3) fill-in-the-blank versus multiple choice
(Prihar, Syed, et al., 2022). We failed to find a main effect of giving students choices and
surprisingly found that giving motivational messages backfired and was associated with poorer
performance. Finally, we found that fill-in-the-blank answer types caused reliably better student
learning.

As the ASSISTments platform determines which student-supports for a given problem are
the most effective at improving student learning in general, there has been additional research
to personalize which student-supports are better for a given student (Prihar et al., 2022)--
shifting from problem-focused support to student-focused support. If ASSISTments chooses to
develop a personalized learning approach for delivering student-supports to students, then it
would be more difficult for the platform to evaluate new student-supports or authors without
negatively impacting a student’s learning. For example, let’s say that for 40 students, we know
which student-support for a specific problem will improve their performance the greatest. If
another author added a new student-support for the given problem, we would have a high
potential to detriment the students’ learning without any prior data about whether the given
student-support or any of its contributing factors are effective. By evaluating the general
effectiveness of an author, new student-supports from effective authors could be introduced into
the personalization model without majorly disrupting a student’s learning. In addition, new
students may receive student-supports more often from a given author in addition to the most
effective student-support written for a problem to more efficiently determine which
student-support would be more effective for a particular student.

Methodology
This experiment modified the Special Content System to use either problem-based

randomization or author-based randomization over the course of three-and-a-half months.
During this period, the initial study, known as Study 1, and a replication study, known as Study
2, delivered student-supports to students via author-based randomization across star-authors
for the course of a month. To measure the performance of a given student, there was a
two-week interval before Study 1, known as the Pre-Test, a two-week period in-between Study
1 and Study 2, known as the Mid-Test3, and a two-week period after Study 2, known as the
Post-Test. During the test phases, we still gave students student-supports; it was just random.
The tests will be treated as the initial state and the dependent measure to determine a student’s
growth in learning during the period of the author-based randomization.

3 The Mid-Test will act as a posttest to Study 1 and a pretest to Study 2.
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Phase Length of Time Selection Mechanism

Pre-Test 2 Weeks
Feb 16, 2022, to Feb 28, 2022

Problem-Based
Randomization

Study 1
1 Month

March 1, 2022, to March 31,
2022

Author-Based Randomization

Mid-Test 2 Weeks
April 1, 2022, to April 15, 2022

Problem-Based
Randomization

Study 2 1 Month
April 16, 2022, to May 15, 2022 Author-Based Randomization

Post-Test 2 Weeks
May 16, 2022, to June 1, 2022

Problem-Based
Randomization

Table 1: Timeline of the experiment breakdown of the data collection and method used to select
the student-support to deliver to the student on request.

Study 1: Author-Based Randomization
Study 1 will use author-based randomization over a period of a month. Ideally, every

student could be assigned to a particular star-author. However, authors have the choice to write
one student-support per problem for any problems they wish. As such, star-authors can
generate student-supports across any number of problems with as much or as little overlap with
other star-authors. As shown in Fig. 2, in ASSISTments, twenty star-authors have collectively
generated 53,817 student-supports; however, four star-authors have generated over 50% of the
available student-supports, with only two generating above 10% of the total pool.
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Fig. 2: The percentage of student-supports each author has generated within the ASSISTments
platform.

If an author has not written a student-support for the problem the student is solving and
another author has, the Special Content System should provide one of the available
student-supports. As such, assigning a single author to a given student would prevent students
from receiving student-supports from authors who wrote a small number of them.

To mitigate the issue, a random ordering of all available star-authors was assigned to each
student across the experiment period. This allowed a student to remain in condition with a given
author for as long as possible. When a student requested a student-support for a given problem,
the student will receive a student-support from the topmost author in their list ordering, who has
written a student-support for a problem. For example, if there are three authors in the ordering
B, A, and C, we first examine whether author B has written a student-support for that problem. If
not, we examine author A and so on until an author has written a student-support for the
problem or there are no student-supports.

Study 2: Author-Based Randomization with Reversed Ordering
Study 2 will also use an author-based randomization following the two-week interval known

as the Mid-Test. Compared to Study 1, students will be provided a student-support from the
bottommost author in their list ordering, which has written a student-support for a problem.
Using the previous example with the author ordering B, A, C, we first examine whether author C
has written a student-support for that problem. The Mid-Test will be treated as the pretest for
Study 2 to account for the changes in performance gained across Study 1.
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Power Analysis
We conducted a power analysis in R using the pwr package (Team, R.C., 2013;

Champely, 2020), assuming that our intervention would double the normative expectation of
change. Lipsey et al. (2012) suggest using a standardized instrument for the normal amount of
change for 7-8th graders, which corresponds to an effect size of d = 0.32. To achieve 80%
power, with alpha = 0.05, we will need a total of n = 310 students.

Analysis
We preregistered the conditions in our experiment, but since we had not written any

analysis code at the time, we stated in our first pre-registration that we would pull down a small
sample of about 10% of the collected data, then use that to create an analysis plan to analyze
the remaining 90% of the data (we call the first dataset, Dataset A and we call the primary
dataset, Dataset B). After using Dataset A, we will never again look at Dataset A.

To be precise, our criterion for analysis was two-fold: 1) that at least 1,000 students were
exposed to a randomized controlled comparison between a given pairwise group of authors and
2) since we did not want to confound the type of student support (whether they wrote hints or an
explanation) we only wanted to compare authors who wrote the same type of supports. Based
on prior months, only 35% of students requested a student-support. As such, since we tried to
observe as little data as possible, we calculated that each pairwise comparison should have at
least 886 students. We then rounded-up the value to 1,000 students to account for potentially
lost data and overlap between conditions.

Inclusion Criteria
To generate the initial model, we used Dataset A, allowing us to solidify the method for

handling Dataset B. Dataset A included students who viewed a problem during the Study 1 time
period, and they requested a student-support and could have received either author in the pair
BCT (436919) and EGS (579215)4. In the case of three or more author conditions, the student
had to be randomly assigned to one of the authors in the comparison (e.g., BCT or EGS). We
then looked at the two-week period prior to the study, referred to as the Pretest. Students who
did not complete at least one problem during the Pretest period were excluded from the study.
Similarly, students who were not assigned any problems during the study posttest period were
excluded from the study.

For the BCT vs EGS comparison, 1,073 students met the initial eligibility requirements. 345
students did not complete any pretest problems and were excluded leaving 728 students
randomized between BCT and EGS: 373 to BCT and 355 to EGS. In the BCT condition, 316
students were excluded: 305 did not ever request a student-support during the study period,
and 11 more were not assigned a problem during the post-test period. In the EGS condition, 297
were excluded, 282, due to not ever requesting a student-support, and 15 were not assigned a
problem during the post-test. (To be clear, if a student never asks for student support, they have
no idea what condition they would have gotten, so it's very reasonable to drop all students who
never requested a student-support.) This left 57 students in the BCT condition and 58 students

4 A breakdown of which Author Code belongs to which Author Identifier can be found in Appendix C.
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in the EGS condition to generate the model. We used this pair to create the model, but since the
total number of students was under 310, it would not pass the criteria for our power analysis.
But that was the point: pull a small amount of data to make Dataset A that we can use to write a
precise data filtering and analysis plan to preregister. The flow diagram showing this enrolment
cascade is in Appendix D.

The Preregistration of Analysis Plan using Dataset A
For each student, we collected statistics prior to the experiment period, the author condition

they were assigned to during the course of the study, and the average partial credit score across
all problems on the pretest and posttest. We then used the statistics, author condition, and
average partial credit score on the pretest as the initial feature set to fit an Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) mode and observe the exact coefficient on the author condition. The average
partial credit score on the posttest acted as the dependent measure.

Using the initial feature set and the analysis model, we first screened features for
collinearity. If the correlation between a pair of features was greater than 0.95 in absolute value,
one feature of the pair (chosen arbitrarily) was dropped. Afterward, the remaining features in the
model were removed one at a time using a backward stepwise regression. The regression
would remove the feature that was the most insignificant. The author condition and average
partial credit score across the pretest were static features and were not removed from the model
(using our step-wise process). The remaining features were then fixed in the model to generate
the interaction effects and removed high correlations and insignificant ones.The model is shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Model for the main effect, Dataset A Study 1 (the feature “author” is a categorical
variable representing the first author in the Student-Supports author pairs i.e., author A).

We "burned" (i.e., we used some data to generate an analysis plan that we then never used
again) this one pairwise comparison (BCT vs. EGS) to write code to analyze the other pairwise
comparisons in Study 1 and Study 2. To avoid p-hacking, we ran the analysis a single time, only
touching the data once, to generate the necessary results.
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The Main Dataset: Dataset B
The selected features were then used to fit an OLS model for the remaining pairwise

comparisons of author-pairs. If the author-pair condition was significant and the confidence
interval did not include zero, then we could claim that one author outperformed the other. The
author's condition was significant if the p-value, corrected by Benjamini-Hochberg, was less
than 0.05.

Demographic Results
In addition to the author condition model, a separate OLS model was fitted with the

selected features and three demographic features along with their interactions with the author
condition. The demographic features collected were the inferred gender of the student, whether
the school the student attended was in an urban, suburban, or rural setting, and whether the
student was in the top third, middle third, or lower third of students based on the average partial
credit score across the posttest.

Results
After running the analysis, Study 1 only had nine pairwise comparisons that met the

initial inclusion criteria, while Study 2 only had five. This can be seen in Fig. 4, where the nine
red boxes show the valid pairwise comparisons. The summarized results of Study 1 and Study 2
which met the inclusion criteria can be seen in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. The full results
can be found in Appendix A.

Fig. 4: A matrix of all possible pairwise comparisons between any two authors for Study 1 (left)
and Study 2 (right). Author identifiers can be translated using Appendix C.

The power analysis suggested that we needed 310 students, so we only looked at
experiments where the number of students was over 310. However, since 1) many of the
students did not complete a problem during the two-week pretest period and 2) only 35% of
students asked for a student-support during the month of the study, many of the pairwise
comparisons did not have enough students to be considered significant. Out of the nine
comparisons on Study 1, only three have over 310 students, and none of those experiments
suggested a difference between authors. In Study 2, we found only one student with over 310
students, and that study also failed to find a main effect between authors.
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Pairwise Group ID
(Author A vs. B)

P-Value
(Corrected)

Effect Size
Estimate

Number of
Observations

Meet Power
Analysis (n>310)

Demographic

UEVT      OTS 286 No
UEVT      JXS .274 (0.739) .0281 420 Yes No reliable interactions.
UEVT      DMS 245 No
UEVT      EGS 165 No
UEVT      BTS 125 No
UEVT      BGS 129 No
BCT      _LQS .106 (.739) .0367 533 Yes No reliable interactions.
BCT        BGS 247 No
BCT      _NQS .562 (.778) -.0159 361 Yes No reliable interactions.

Table 2: Study 1 overview of main effects.

Pairwise Group ID
(Author A vs. B)

P-Value
(Corrected)

Effect Size
Estimate

Number of
Observations

Meet Power
Analysis (n>310)

Demographic

UEVT      OTS 101 No
UEVT      JXS . 114 No
UEVT      DMS 123 No
BCT        LQS .340 (.965) .0268 364 Yes A reliable interaction.
BCT        NQS 242 No

Table 3: Study 2 overview of main effects.

For RQ2, we looked to see if the four comparisons had reliable interactions with
demographic features and conditions. We found that in Study 1, across the three comparisons,
there were none (summarized in the right column of Table 2), while in Study 2, only one
comparison found a reliable effect of locale. This was interpreted to mean that for students in a
school located in an urban district, they performed reliably better with one of the authors.
However, given that in Study 1, we did not find that effect for the same pair of authors (436919 -
579217), so we are not making much of that finding. The full results can be found in Appendix
B.

Conclusion
In this experiment, using the dynamically selected model, we failed to find evidence that we

can find reliable differences in student learning. That does not mean there is no difference and
authors are equally good; we can only conclude that this plan failed to find differences. A couple
of significant differences were found within the demographic model, but they are likely to be
attributed to the variance of the feature set. We could try to run a planned comparison to see if
those interactions could be replicated.

Limitations
We had 140,365 students use ASSISTments since July 1, 2021. We had 32,057 middle

school students using ASSISTments during the period of the study, but we are reporting on
experiments with just hundreds of students. We were surprised that the n-sizes in our
experiments were so small. But we wrote ahead of time a detailed pre-registration specifying
who qualified to participate. Since we only allowed students that attempted one problem during
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the pretest period, we lost subjects. They also had to ask for a student-support during the study.
Therefore we lost many users as they never asked for help (so they never saw the conditions).

We also suffered from having 20 different authors write content, so there were too many
author-pair conditions to have a lot of subjects per condition. One thing we want to change in
this next round is to get more statistical power to detect differences.  In this past study, the
students were divided into many different conditions making the total for each condition lower
than we would have liked.

References

Appendix

Appendix A: RQ1 Results for Study 1 and 2
This section shows the nine different regression results for Study 1 for models with main

effects. These are the models that relate to RQ1. Table 2 summarized a few key results from the
below nine regressions.
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i. UEVT (436143) vs OTS (578207)

ii. UEVT (436143) vs JXS (578208)
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iii. UEVT (436143) vs DMS (578209)

iv. UEVT (436143) vs EGS (579215)
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v. UEVT (436143) vs BTS (579216)

vi. UEVT (436143) vs BGS (579218)
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vii. BCT (436919) vs LQS (579217)

viii. BCT (436919) vs BGS (579218)
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ix. BCT (436919) vs NQS (579220)

The next section shows the five different regression results for Study 2 for models with
main effects. Table 3 summarized a few key results from the below five regressions, and that
none of them allow us to reliably say one teacher is better than another. Please note that the
following indices use the same author pairs as in Study 1:

Study 1 Study 2

i i

ii ii

iii iii

vii iv

ix v
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i. UEVT (436143) vs OTS (578207)

ii. UEVT (436143) vs JXS (578208)
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iii. UEVT (436143) vs DMS (578209)

iv. BCT (436919) vs LQS (579217)
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v. BCT (436919) vs NQS (579220)

Appendix B: RQ2 Results for Study 1 and 2
Recall that RQ2 is "When comparing authors, are there reliable differences based upon

demographics?" To answer this question, we computed regressions that included both
demographics and interaction terms. Not too surprisingly, the demographics features helped
predict posttest scores, but the real question is about the interaction terms. If there are reliable
interactions between authors and any of the demographics features, that would suggest that
some group of students learn better with one of the teachers versus the other teacher. We have
found little evidence to suggest any such reliable heterogeneous treatment effects.

Note that the number of observations appears lower. This is due to the fact that we are
missing demographic information for some students. Please note that since this model has an
intercept (labeled as const) representing an urban, high knowledge, female.

This section shows the nine different regression results for Study 1 for models with main
effects. Table 2 summarized the results in the ‘Demographic’ column.
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i. UEVT (436143) vs OTS (578207)

ii. UEVT (436143) vs JXS (578208)
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iii. UEVT (436143) vs DMS (578209)

iv. UEVT (436143) vs EGS (579215)
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v. UEVT (436143) vs BTS (579216)

vi. UEVT (436143) vs BGS (579218)
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vii. BCT (436919) vs LQS (579217)

viii. BCT (436919) vs BGS (579218)
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ix. BCT (436919) vs NQS (579220)

The next section shows the five different regression results for Study 2 for models with
main effects. Table 3 summarized the results in the ‘Demographic’ column.
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i. UEVT (436143) vs OTS (578207)

ii. UEVT (436143) vs JXS (578208)
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iii. UEVT (436143) vs DMS (578209)

iv. BCT (436919) vs LQS (579217)
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v. BCT (436919) vs NQS (579220)
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Appendix C: Author Code to Author Identifier

Author codes are a sequence of three or four characters to uniquely identify a star-author in
the ASSISTments platform without the need for an identifier. The identifiers are linked below for
easy reference to other ASSISTments papers which use the same star-authors and to the data
above.

Author Code Author Identifier

TBD 460571

UETT 255574

NQS 579214

BTS 579216

TAD 460570

EGS 579215

BCT 436919

UEVT 436143

TCD 460572

BGS 579218

LQS 579217

NQS 579220

STD 483200

DMS 578209

UZS 579212

JXS 578208

LLS 294187

OTS 578207

IOT 488160

KTT 485865
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Appendix D: Consort Data Flow Plan for Dataset A
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